MEMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (DNS -36)

SUBJECT: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) CONSULTATION RE: (MR. COURTNEY MABEUS, MR. BROCK VERGAKIS, MR. ROBINSON WILLIAM, MR. WILLIAM MARSHALL, MS. HOPE SECK, MR. DAN LAMOTHE; FOIA TRACKING NUMBERS DON-NAVY-2016-010209, 003322, 003691,003937, 004111, 004875)

Encl: (1) Enclosure 106
(2) Enclosure 107
(3) Enclosure 108

1. (U) This memorandum is in response to the review of the Iranian Riverine Coastal Boat (RCB) documents and provides a release recommendation to your office.

2. (U) After conducting a thorough review, I am releasing the records pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), with the redaction of any information that would result in a clearly unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of any individual. I am deferring to your office for further processing and final release.

3. (U) If a requestor has additional questions regarding the action this office has taken during the processing of their request, they are directed to contact DNS-36 FOIA service center at (202) 685-0412.
OPNAV NOTICE 5400

From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: MODIFICATION OF COMMANDER, MARITIME EXPEDITIONARY SECURITY SQUADRON THREE AND COMMANDING OFFICER, RIVERINE SQUADRON THREE

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5400.44A
(b) OPNAVINST 3501.346A
(c) OPNAVINST F3501.363A
(d) OPNAVNOTE 5400 Ser DNS-33/12U102150 of 1 Oct 2012
(Canc: MAR 2013)

1. **Purpose.** To approve the modification of Commander, Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron (COMMAREXSECRON) THREE and Commanding Officer, Riverine Squadron (CORIVRON) THREE, per reference (a).

2. **Background**

   a. As a part of Navy’s Program Objective Memorandum (POM)-12 Efficiency Review, Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command (COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOM) and Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command Pacific (COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC) will execute a phased plan to re-align and integrate maritime expeditionary security squadrons and riverine squadrons. For the Pacific Fleet, COMMAREXSECRON THREE (San Diego, CA) and RIVRON THREE (Yorktown, VA) will merge and be renamed Coastal Riverine Squadron (CORIVRON) THREE and CORIVRON THREE Detachment Yorktown in Fiscal Year 2013 (FY13).

   b. CORIVRON THREE DET YORKTOWN personnel must complete deployment orders in FY13 and FY2014 (FY14). As personnel return, they will permanently change station to their next assignment. Plan is to disestablish the detachment in Yorktown and to physically transfer the billets, resources, and equipment to the parent command CORIVRON THREE in San Diego at the end of FY14. Formal paperwork will be submitted at the appropriate time.
3. Organizational Change. Effective 2 January 2013, modify COMMAREXSECRON THREE and RIVRON THREE name, mission, and title of official in charge. The following applies:

From

Commander
Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron THREE
Box 357133
NOLF IB (BLDG 193)
San Diego CA 92135-7133

(SNDL: 26H2) (UIC: 3349A)
(PLA: COMMAREXSECRON THREE)
(PDS: San Diego, CA)

Commanding Officer
Riverine Squadron THREE
160 Main Road
Yorktown VA 23691-5000

(SNDL: 28E1) (UIC: 40543)
(PLA: RIVRON THREE)
(PDS: Yorktown, VA)

To

Commanding Officer
Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE
Box 357133
NOLF IB (BLDG 166)
San Diego CA 92135-7133

(SNDL: 28E2) (UIC: 3349A) *
(PLA: CORIVRON THREE)
(PDS: San Diego, CA)

Officer in Charge
Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE
Detachment Yorktown
160 Main Road
Yorktown VA 23691-5000

(SNDL: 28E2) (UIC: 40543)
(PLA: CORIVRON THREE DET YORKTOWN VA)
(PDS: Yorktown, VA)

*(SNDL: Standard Naval Distribution List; UIC: Unit Identification Code; PLA: Plain Language Address; PDS: Permanent Duty Station)

a. Revised Mission Statement. Coastal riverine forces deploy and employ security capabilities that are responsive to the Service or joint commanders with sufficient capacity to meet today's tasking and the flexibility to adapt to emerging security mission requirements. The coastal riverine force is manned, equipped, and capable of defense against level I and II threats. Coastal riverine force core competency can be applied across the range of military operations.
b. Budget Submitting Office. Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT)

c. Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) Resource Sponsor. Expeditionary Warfare Division (N95) and Fleet Readiness Division (N43)

d. Administrative Chain of Command

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Echelon</th>
<th>Command and Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chief of Naval Operations (00011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (00070)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command Pacific (57046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Commander, Coastal Riverine Group ONE (57092)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Commanding Officer, Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE (3349A) (Officer in Charge, Coastal Riverine Squadron THREE Detachment Yorktown) (40543)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Action

a. Per reference (a), COMPACFLT and COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC will take appropriate action to merge COMMAREXSECRON THREE and RIVRON THREE into CORIVRON THREE and CORIVRON THREE DET YORKTOWN respectively as part of the COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC and COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC POM-12 Force Phasing Plan to consolidate units to meet Navy efficiency goals. Ensure CORIVRON THREE is deployable, fully trained, properly manned, capably equipped, well maintained, and sustainable to meet the mission requirements listed in references (b) and (c), required operational capabilities (ROC) and projected operational environment for maritime expeditionary security squadrons and Navy riverine squadrons.

b. This is advance change 71-12 to reference (d).

c. Master Update Authority, Honolulu, HI will revise the PLAs in the Central Directory Component effective 2 January 2013 unless otherwise directed via official correspondence. Correspondence concerning the PLAs should be forwarded to Commander, Naval Network Warfare Command (COMNAVNETWARCOM) (Network Operations 321), 2555 Amphibious DR, BLDG 1265, Joint
Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story, Virginia Beach, VA 23459-5000 or by calling (757) 322-1149/1150. COMNAVNETWARCOM will coordinate revision of PLAs on Navy Regional Enterprise Message System (NREMS). NREMS information can be obtained at https://navalmessaging.nmci.navy.mil or by contacting COMNAVNETWARCOM at the number above.

d. Director, Navy Staff Organization and Management Branch (DNS-33) will revise reference (d).

5. Records Management. Records created as a result of this notice, regardless of media or format, shall be managed per Secretary of the Navy Manual 5210.1 of January 2012.

6. Cancellation Contingency. This notice will remain in effect for 1 year or until superseded, whichever occurs first. The organization action will remain effective until changed by Director, Navy Staff.

Distribution:
Electronic only, via Department of the Navy Issuances Web site http://doni.documentservices.dla.mil
From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMANDER, NAVY EXPEDITIONARY COMBAT COMMAND PACIFIC; MODIFICATION OF COMMANDER, FIRST NAVAL CONSTRUCTION DIVISION PACIFIC; RENAMING OF COMMANDER, FIRST NAVAL CONSTRUCTION DIVISION/NAVAL CONSTRUCTION FORCES COMMAND; MODIFICATION OF COMMANDER, COASTAL RIVERINE GROUP ONE; AND MODIFICATION OF COMMANDER, EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL GROUP ONE

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5400.44A
(b) OPNAVNOTE 5400 Ser DNS-33/12U102020 of 01 Mar 2012
(Canc: Mar 2013)

1. Purpose. To approve establishment of Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command Pacific (COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC), modification of Commander, First Naval Construction Division Pacific (FIRST NCD PACIFIC), renaming of Commander, First Naval Construction Division/Naval Construction Forces Command (COMFIRSTNCD/COMNAVCONFORCOM), and modification of Commander, Coastal Riverine Group One (CORIVGRU ONE) and Commander, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Group One (COMBODGRU ONE) per reference (a).

2. Background

   a. In keeping with the jointly promulgated command and control (C2) core principles, Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command (COMUSFLTFORCOM) and Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT) directed the establishment of COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC as an echelon 3 type commander headquarters. COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC will be a dual hat command for Commander, Naval Expeditionary Combat Command (COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOM). Overall, a single flag officer under the title of COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOM shall have administrative control (ADCON) of "Atlantic or LANT" naval expeditionary combat forces assigned to COMUSFLTFORCOM, and under the title of COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC.
shall have ADCON of "Pacific or PAC" naval expeditionary combat forces assigned to COMPACFLT. This dual hat alignment best serves the readiness and overall health of the naval expeditionary combat command community, provides clear administrative CZ, and preserves the advantages and efficiencies of an integrated naval expeditionary combat command force management headquarters under a single community leader. To support this initiative the Vice Chief of Naval Operations approved the initial manpower billets required to establish COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC in Program Objective Memorandum-13 to support naval expeditionary combat command wholeness.

b. COMFIRSTNCD/COMNAVCONFORCOM is dual-hatted as FIRST NCD PACIFIC. Both commands will be renamed as First Naval Construction Division/Naval Construction Force Command Atlantic (COMFIRSTNCD/COMNAVCONFORCOMLANT) and Naval Construction Force Command Pacific (NAVCONFORCOMPAC), respectively. These name changes reflect the unity of the Naval Construction Force that is led by a single flag officer and mission requirements that are distributed along traditional Atlantic and Pacific forces. COMFIRSTNCD/COMNAVCONFORCOMLANT and NAVCONFORCOMPAC will also be aligned along C2 principles as echelon 4 commands and report ADCON to COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC and COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC, respectively.

c. CORIVGRU ONE and COMEGDGRU ONE are located on the West Coast in San Diego, CA. With the standup of NAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC, these group commanders along with their respective forces that are based in the Pacific will shift ADCON from COMUSFLTFORCOM/COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC to COMPACFLT/COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC.

3. Organizational Changes

a. Establishment. Effective 1 October 2012, establish COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC. The following applies:

Commander
Navy Expeditionary Combat Command Pacific
258 Makalapa DR BLDG 396A
Pearl Harbor HI 96860-3121

(SNDL: 26V2) (UIC: 57046)*
(ELA: COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC PEARL HARBOR HI)*
(PDS: Pearl Harbor, HI)*
b. Revised Mission. Effective 1 October 2012, the mission statement for COMNAVFDCMBT_COM and COMNAVFDCMBT_COMPAC is to organize, man, train, equip, and sustain Navy expeditionary combat forces to execute combat, combat support, and combat service support missions across the spectrum of joint, combined, and multinational operations in the near-coast, inshore, and riverine environments to include confronting irregular challenges and other shaping missions that secure strategic access and global freedom of action.

c. Modification. Effective 1 October 2012, modify the name, unit identification code (UIC), mission, and ADCON of FIRST NCD PACIFIC. The following applies:

From

Commander
FIRST Naval Construction
Division Pacific
258 Makalapa DR BLDG 396A
Pearl Harbor HI 96860-3121
(SNDL: 39C2) (UIC: 57046)
(PLA: FIRST NCD PACIFIC
PEARL HARBOR HI)
(PDS: Pearl Harbor, HI)

To

Commander
Naval Construction Force Command
Pacific
258 Makalapa DR BLDG 396A.
Pearl Harbor HI 96860-3121
(SNDL: 39C2) (UIC: 66926)*
(PLA: COMNAVCONFORCOMPAC
PEARL HARBOR HI)*
(PDS: Pearl Harbor, HI)*

d. Revised Mission. The mission of Commander, Naval Construction Forces Command Pacific (COMNAVCONFORCOMPAC) is to organize, man, train, equip, and maintain combat ready, active and reserve, naval construction forces capable of performing expeditionary construction operations in support of the geographic combatant commanders and their naval component commanders and joint force commands.

e. Rename. Effective 1 October 2012, change the name and update the postal address of COMFIRSTNCD. The following applies:
From  
Commander  
FIRST Naval Construction  
Division/Naval Construction Forces Command  
1310 8th ST STE 100  
Virginia Beach VA 23459-2435  
(SNL: 39A) (UTC: 57034)  
(PLA: COMFIRSTNCD LITTLE CREEK VA)  
(PDS: Little Creek, VA).  

To  
Commander  
FIRST Naval Construction  
Division/Naval Construction Forces Command  
1650 Gator BLVD BLDG 3509  
Virginia Beach VA 23459-2435  
(SNL: 39A) (UTC: 57034)*  
(PLA: COMFIRSTNCD LITTLE CREEK VA)*  
(PDS: Little Creek, VA)*  

f. Budget Submitting Office (BSO). COMUSFLTFORCOM/COMPACFLT.  
g. Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) Resource Sponsor. Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Warfare Systems), Expeditionary Warfare Division (N95) and Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Fleet Readiness and Logistics), Fleet Readiness Division (N43).  
h. Administrative Chain of Command. This is a major change in administrative assignments. Effective 1 October 2012, the COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOM and COMNAVEXPDCMBTCOMPAC chain of command is as follows.  

**Echelon**  
**Command and Support**  

1 CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (00011)  
2 U.S. Fleet Forces Command (00060)  
3 Navy Expeditionary Combat Command (4582A)  
4 FIRST Naval Construction Division/Naval Construction Force Command Atlantic (57034)  
5 TWENTIETH Seabee Readiness Group (55460)  
   (Expeditionary Combat Camera (41411))  
6 U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE (55101)  
6 U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ELEVEN (4608A)  
6 U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion SEVEN FOUR (55488)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion THREE (55451)

Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit TWO ZERO TWO (55643)

(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit TWO ZERO TWO Detachment Camp Lejeune (40478)
(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit TWO ZERO TWO Detachment Jacksonville (66671)
(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit TWO ZERO TWO Detachment Kings Bay (66672)
(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit TWO ZERO TWO Detachment Washington (68871)

Underwater Construction Team ONE (30121)

THIRD Naval Construction Regiment (81383)

U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ONE FOUR (08913)

U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO THREE (98863)

U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO FOUR (08864)

SEVENTH Naval Construction Regiment (81387)

U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO ONE (08861)

U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO SIX (08866)

U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO SEVEN (08867)

TWENTY SECOND Naval Construction Regiment (55614)
(TWENTY SECOND Naval Construction Regiment Detachment Europe (41908))

TWENTY FIFTH Naval Construction Regiment (33416)

Coastal Riverine Group TWO (4365A)

(Coastal Riverine Group TWO Detachment Portsmouth (55869))
(Coastal Riverine Group TWO Detachment Newport (55890))
(Coastal Riverine Group TWO Detachment Jacksonville (55891))

Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron TWO (3371B)

Riverine Squadron TWO (40542)

Coastal Riverine Squadron FOUR (30671)

Coastal Riverine Squadron EIGHT (30665)
Coastal Riverine Squadron TEN (30667)
Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron TWELVE (55853)
Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron FOURTEEN (33798)

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Group TWO (55322)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWO (43504)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWO
  Detachment Crane (30702)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWO
  Detachment Norfolk (45682)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWO
  Detachment Yorktown (30720)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Expeditionary Support
  Unit TWO (4068A)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Training and
  Evaluation Unit TWO (43505)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit SIX (55238)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit SIX
  Detachment Kings Bay (42970)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit SIX
  Detachment Mayport (42035)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit SIX
  Detachment Panama City (30712)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit EIGHT (55568)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit EIGHT
  Detachment Rota (30715)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Operational Support
  Unit TEN (82631)
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWELVE (43973)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWELVE
  Detachment Dahlgren (30703)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWELVE
  Detachment Earle (30704)
  Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit TWELVE
  Detachment Newport (30713)
Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit TWO (55496)

Navy Expeditionary Logistics Support Group (81464)
First Navy Expeditionary Logistics Regiment (66895)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion ONE (55132)
Second Navy Expeditionary Logistics Regiment (82215)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion FOUR (81124)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion TEN (40378)
Third Navy Expeditionary Logistics Regiment (42719)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion SEVEN (81202)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion EIGHT (81203)
Fourth Navy Expeditionary Logistics Regiment (49423)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion ELEVEN (82216)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion TWELVE (82217)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion THIRTEEN (82218)
Fifth Navy Expeditionary Logistics Regiment (42716)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion THREE (81123)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion FIVE (81125)
   Navy Cargo Handling Battalion FOURTEEN (82219)

Maritime Civil Affairs and Security Training Command (4586A)
   (Maritime Civil Affairs and Security Training Command Detachment (4587A))

Navy Expeditionary Intelligence Command (40623)
Navy Expeditionary Combat Forces Central (49715)
Expeditionary Training Group (4649A)
Expeditionary Combat Readiness Center (4591A)

U.S. Pacific Fleet (00070)
Navy Expeditionary Combat Command Pacific (57046)
   Naval Construction Force Command Pacific (66924)
   THIRTY FIRST Seabee Readiness Group (55752)
   U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion THREE (55103)
   U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion FOUR (55114)
   U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion FIVE (55115)
   Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit THREE ZERO THREE (55644)
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(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit
THREE ZERO THREE Detachment Bangor (60571))
(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit
THREE ZERO THREE Detachment Lemoore (66650))
(Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit
THREE ZERO THREE Detachment Pearl Harbor
(65648))
Underwater Construction Team TWO (35233)
FIRST Naval Construction Regiment (81381)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
SEVENTEEN (08916)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
EIGHTEEN (08917)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO
TWO (55531)
NINTH Naval Construction Regiment (81389)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
FIFTEEN (08914)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO
FIVE (08865)
U.S. Naval Mobile Construction Battalion TWO
EIGHT (08868)
THREE ZERO Naval Construction Regiment (55611)
(THREE ZERO Naval Construction Regiment
Detachment Guam (53878))
(THREE ZERO Naval Construction Regiment
Detachment Okinawa (53882))
(THREE ZERO Naval Construction Regiment
Detachment Port Hueneme (43303))

Coastal Riverine Group ONE (57092)
(Coastal Riverine Group ONE Detachment San Diego
(55886))
(Coastal Riverine Group ONE Detachment Guam
(55887))
(Coastal Riverine Group ONE Detachment Whidbey
Island (55888))
Coastal Riverine Squadron ONE (30682)
Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron THREE
(3349A)
Riverine Squadron THREE (40543)
Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadron NINE
(30690)
Coastal Riverine Squadron ELEVEN (55823)
OPNAVNOTE 5400
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Explosive Ordnance Disposal Group ONE (55321)
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Group ONE ACTD Detachment Indian Head (30254))

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit ONE (31968)

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Expeditionary Support Unit ONE (82630)

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Training and Evaluation Unit ONE (30202)

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit THREE (55447)
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit THREE Detachment China Lake (30697))
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit THREE Detachment MIDPAC (32082))
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit THREE Detachment Southwest (48176))

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit FIVE (30215)
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit FIVE Detachment FIVE ONE (32232))
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit FIVE Detachment Japan (30217))
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit FIVE Detachment Marianas (30208))

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Operational Support Unit SEVEN (55321)

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit ELEVEN (55569)
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit ELEVEN Detachment Bangor (42969))
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit ELEVEN Detachment Fallon (30209))
(Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit ELEVEN Detachment Northwest (30203))

Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit ONE (55550)
(Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit One Detachment ONE (49974))

4. Action

a. Per reference (a), COMUSFLTFORCOM and COMPACFLT will take appropriate action to establish COMNAVEXPDCMCTCOM headquarters and to modify the ADCON of COMNAVEXPDCMCTCOM.
activities per this notice. Ensure COMNAVEXPDCMBTCCOM and COMNAVEXPDCMBTCCOMPAC staffs are organized, properly manned, fully trained, and capably equipped as type commander staffs to meet the assigned mission statement listed in this notice. Execute a budget based transfer of COMNAVEXPDCMBTCCOM billets, resources, and equipment from BSO 60 to BSO 70 to support the ACON assignments of COMNAVEXPDCMBTCCOMPAC activities. Issue a mission, functions and tasks directive for COMNAVEXPDCMBTCCOM/COMNAVEXPDCMBTCCOMPAC within 90 days of this notice.

b. This is advance change 52-12 to reference (b).

c. Master Update Authority, Honolulu, HI will add and revise the PLA’s in the Central Directory Component effective 1 October 2012 unless otherwise directed via official correspondence. Correspondence concerning the PLA should be forwarded to Commander, Naval Network Warfare Command (COMNAVNETWARCOM) (Network Operations 321), 2555 Amphibious Dr, BLDG 1265, Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story, Virginia Beach, VA 23459-5000 or by calling (757) 322-1149/1150. Newly established command should be activated on Navy Regional Enterprise Message System (NREMS). Information on NREMS can be obtained at https://navalmessaging.nmci.navy.mil or by contacting COMNAVNETWARCOM at the number above.

d. Director, Navy Staff Organization and Management Branch (DNS-33) will revise reference (b).

5. Cancellation Contingency. This notice will remain in effect for 1 year or until superseded, whichever occurs first. The organization action will remain effective until changed by Director, Navy Staff.

[Signature]
R. W. HUNT
Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy
Director, Navy Staff

Distribution:
Electronic only, via Department of the Navy Issuances Web site
http://doni.3aps.dla.mil
OPNAV NOTICE 5400

From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: MODIFY NAME AND MISSION OF COASTAL RIVERINE GROUP ONE DETACHMENT SAN DIEGO, SAN DIEGO, CA; DISESTABLISH COASTAL RIVERINE GROUP ONE DETACHMENT WHIDBEY ISLAND, WHIDBEY ISLAND, WA; AND DISESTABLISH COASTAL RIVERINE SQUADRON THREE DETACHMENT YORKTOWN, YORKTOWN, VA

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5400.44A
(b) OPNAVNOTE 5400 Ser DNS-33/13U102228 of 1 Mar 2013
   (Canc frp: Mar 2014)

1. **Purpose.** To approve modification of name and mission of Coastal Riverine Group One (CORIVGRU ONE) Detachment San Diego, disestablishment of CORIVGRU ONE Detachment Whidbey Island, and to disestablish Coastal Riverine Squadron Three (CORIVRON THREE) Detachment Yorktown.

2. **Background.** These organization change actions are undertaken in response to the mission growth of CORIVGRU ONE from the merging of maritime expeditionary security forces and riverine forces; the Program Objective Memorandum 13 cut of forces due to budget reductions; and the integration of the manpower and equipment from the Yorktown detachment into the parent command. Renamed detachment will perform specific functions of the expanded mission of parent command as shown.

3. **Organizational Changes.** Modify CORIVGRU ONE Detachment San Diego and disestablish CORIVGRU ONE Detachment Whidbey Island effective immediately, and disestablish CORIVRON THREE Detachment Yorktown effective 30 September 2014. The following applies:
a. **Modification**

   (1) **From**
   
   Officer in Charge  
   CORIVGRU ONE Detachment  
   San Diego  
   NOLF 1B BLDG 184  
   San Diego CA 92135-7140

   (SNDL: 28E1) (UIC: 55886)  
   (PLA: CORIVGRU ONE DET SAN)  
   (SNDL: 28E1) (UIC: 55886)*  
   (PLA: CORIVGRU ONE DET CSS)  
   (SAN DIEGO CA)

   *(SNDL: Standard Navy Distribution List; UIC: Unit Identification Code; PLA: Plain Language Address)*

   (2) **Mission.** To provide centralized planning, control, and integration of Coastal Riverine Force assets for force protection of strategic shipping and units operating in the inshore/coastal area, anchorages and harbors, waterborne mobility, security, command and control, and combat operations in support of military operations.

b. **Disestablishment**

   (1) **Officer in Charge**  
   CORIVGRU ONE Detachment Whidbey Island  
   180 West Tulagi AVE  
   BLDG 33  
   Whidbey Island WA 98278-9200

   (SNDL: 28E1) (UIC: 55888)  
   (PLA: CORIVGRU ONE DET WHIDBEY ISLAND WA)

   (2) **Officer in Charge**  
   CORIVRON THREE Detachment Yorktown  
   160 Main RD  
   Yorktown VA 23691-5000

   (SNDL: 28E2) (UIC: 40543)  
   (PLA: CORIVRON THREE DET YORKTOWN VA)
4. **Action**

   a. Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT) shall coordinate subject organization changes as outlined above.

   b. Master Update Authority, Honolulu, HI will revise and delete the PLAs in the Central Directory Component via messaging systems effective immediately upon COMPACFLT or CORIVGRU/CORIVRON request to Commander, Naval Network Warfare Command (COMNAVNETWARCOM) (Network Operations 321), Bldg 1265, Joint Expeditionary Base, Little Creek Fort Story, Virginia Beach, VA 23459-5000 via email at C2OIX_Reg@navy.mil or by calling (757) 322-1149/1150. Modified unit and disestablished units will be revised or deleted via messaging systems on appropriate dates. Additional information on Naval messaging can be obtained at https://sailor.nmci.nasa.mil or by contacting COMNAVNETWARCOM at the email or numbers above. (New direction - COMMAND ACTION REQUIRED regarding the PLA.)

   c. This is advance change 35-13 to reference (b). Director, Navy Staff, Organization and Management Branch (DNS-33) will revise reference (b).

5. **Records Management.** Records created as a result of this notice, regardless of media or format, shall be managed per Secretary of the Navy Manual 5210.1 of January 2012.

6. **Cancellation Contingency.** This notice will remain in effect for 1 year or until superseded, whichever occurs first. The organization action will remain effective until changed by Director, Navy Staff.

**Distribution:**
Electronic only, via Department of the Navy Issuances Web site http://doni.documentservices.dla.mil